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AFFORDABLE SOLUTIONS TO EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS
Interested in having more customers?
Restaurants

B&B

To increase your visitors from abroad, we are offering affordable solutions to help your business reaching more and new potential customers
from Spanish speaking countries (Spain, Latin America and south of USA)
when people search online in Spanish for accommodation or any other
touristic attraction. Spanish is now the second most spoken language of
the world after Chinese Mandarin, and English is the third, so why not to
take advantage of this opportunity to promote your business?
Basic Pack:

Hotels

T o u r i s ti c
A tt r a c ti o n s

Micro-translation (around 100-120 words). We will provide a Spanish summary of your business to be included in your website. We will include a list of
tag/key words to be included by your webmaster to ensure your business
comes up when people are searching in Spanish. The price of this pack is
£55.
We also can deal with Spanish emails or contact on your behalf at a rate of
£5 for each contact. It does not matter how many emails or call you require,
the rate remains just £5 each new contact.

Tours

Travel Agents

Visitors

Advance Pack:
Micro-translation (around 120-200 words). We will provide a Spanish summary of your business to be included in your website. We will include a list of tag/key words to be included
by your webmaster to ensure your business comes up when people are searching in Spanish.
We will also include your business in our websites and Facebook page. In particular, we will
personally visit your business to write a professional report with pictures that will be featured in an article to be published in an online touristic platform that operates with great
success in Spain and South America (Visit Scotland hired them this same year to promote
the country in Spanish speaking countries). We will provide you with the links to promote
your business and will offer free update if and changes are made to your business over the
following years. The price of this pack £99.
We can deal with your Spanish emails or contact on your behalf at a rate of £5 for each
contact. It does not matter how many emails or call you require, the rate remains just £5
each new contact. INTERESTED? PLEASE CALL US. WE ARE WORKING IN SCOTLAND AND
FOR SCOTLAND!
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